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Editor Speech of IC - BTI 2019
International Conference is the 8th international interdisciplinary peer reviewed
conference which publishes works of the scientists as well as practitioners in the area
where UBT is active in Education, Research and Development. The UBT aims to
implement an integrated strategy to establish itself as an internationally competitive,
research-intensive institution, committed to the transfer of knowledge and the
provision of a world-class education to the most talented students from all
backgrounds. It is delivering different courses in science, management and
technology. This year we celebrate the 18th Years Anniversary. The main perspective
of the conference is to connect scientists and practitioners from different disciplines in
the same place and make them be aware of the recent advancements in different
research fields, and provide them with a unique forum to share their experiences. It is
also the place to support the new academic staff for doing research and publish their
work in international standard level. This conference consists of sub conferences in
different fields: - Management, Business and Economics - Humanities and Social
Sciences (Law, Political Sciences, Media and Communications) - Computer Science
and Information Systems - Mechatronics, Robotics, Energy and Systems Engineering
- Architecture, Integrated Design, Spatial Planning, Civil Engineering and
Infrastructure - Life Sciences and Technologies (Medicine, Nursing, Pharmaceutical
Sciences, Physcology, Dentistry, and Food Science),- Art Disciplines (Integrated
Design, Music, Fashion, and Art).
This conference is the major scientific event of the UBT. It is organizing annually and
always in cooperation with the partner universities from the region and Europe. In this
case as partner universities are: University of Tirana – Faculty of Economics,
University of Korca. As professional partners in this conference are: Kosova
Association for Control, Automation and Systems Engineering (KA – CASE), Kosova
Association for Modeling and Simulation (KA – SIM), Quality Kosova, Kosova
Association for Management. This conference is sponsored by EUROSIM - The
European Association of Simulation. We have to thank all Authors, partners, sponsors
and also the conference organizing team making this event a real international
scientific event. This year we have more application, participants and publication than
last year.
Congratulations!
Edmond Hajrizi,
Rector of UBT and Chair of IC - BTI 2019
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Password typo correction using discrete
logarithms
Nikola K. Blanchard
Digitrust, Loria, Universit~ de Lorraine

Abstract. As passwords remain the main online authentication method, focus has shifted from
naive entropy to how usability improvements can increase security. Chatterjee et al. recently
introduced the first two typo- tolerant password checkers, which improve usability at no
security cost but are technically complex. We look at the more general problem of computing
an edit distance between two strings without having direct access to those strings — by storing
the equivalent of a hash. We propose a simpler algorithm for this problem that is asymptotically
quasi-optimal in both bits stored and exchanged, at the cost of more computation on the server.
Keywords: Usable security · Passwords · Discrete logarithm

Introduction
Despite recent advances in biometric authentication [12] and account linking [2], passwords are
still the main method of authentication used online and will prob- ably remain so in the near
future. Countless studies have been written on the pit- falls of password-based authentication
[11], with users creating bad passwords [4] or repeatedly dodging security measures [15,10].
Failing to login is increasingly frustrating, and forgetting one's password is now about as
frustrating as for- getting one's keys [5]. To improve usability, some services like Facebook
have discreetly adopted typo correction for the 2-3 most frequent typos, such as for- getting the
caps lock or capitalising the first character on mobile [9].
In an innovative paper in 2016 [6], Chatterjee et al. discovered that authenti- cation failures
could turn 3% of the users away, but that a vast majority of errors comes from a few simple
typos. They also developed a system called TypTop [7], which is efficient both computationally
and memory-wise, and corrects up to 32% of typos. This system works by keeping a cache of
allowed password hashes corresponding to the frequent typos made by the user, and updates
this cache at each successful authentication. Those systems can actually have a positive impact
on security as they make long passwords — which are more error-prone — much more usable,
lowering the cost of using highly secure passwords.
We look at the general problem of storing information on the server that can allow typo
correction while preventing an adversary in control of the server from computing the passwords
from the stored information.
Main results. We introduce a metric called the keyboard distance, and a protocol to
compute this distance (or the Hamming distance) between a queried string and a secret
string, without it being possible to find the secret string in polynomial time (assuming the
security of the discrete logarithm). This is non-trivial, as it was shown in [3] that any
distance computation protocol can find the original password in a polynomial number of
queries, which we prevent by having queries of non-uniform complexity.
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Keyboard distance and algorithm

Fig. 1. Keyboard coordinate system, starting at the bottom left. The string "Arc" has
coordinates ((1, 1, 1), (4, 2, 0), (3, 0, 0)).
Before the algorithm, we must first introduce a distance between strings which, although
simple, is not generally used. Let's consider a keyboard, with a standard QWERTY layout, as in
Figure 1. The 48 main keys of the keyboard and the different characters they can create can
easily be modelled by a 3-dimensional coordinate system. The first dimension corresponds to
the horizontal position of the key (or the row), the second dimension to the vertical (the
diagonal column), and the third dimension to the modifiers, here only considering Shift
although it could easily be extended. This forms a subset of a 14 x 4 x 2 latticel as shown in
Figure 1.

By this deﬁnition, the distance between homomorphic and homimorphic is 1, but the distance
between homomorphic and Bomomorphic is 3, the same as the distance between homomorphic
and homomor;jkc.
The expected distance between two random n-character strings is then
10-character keymashes.

n, or about 58 for
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Algorithm 1: Key-setting/sending discrete logarithm algorithm
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Algorithm 2: Distance-checking discrete logarithm algorithm

Security and performance
The security of this algorithm directly comes from the discrete logarithm assump- tion:
computing P from gO corresponds exactly to solving the discrete logarithm with the promise
that the solution is a 3n-smooth number - for potentially high n in case of added padding. To
implement it in practice, one would have to be careful to choose an appropriate group [1]. A
cyclic group of order P with P a 2048-bit prime should be enough for now, and a similar
algorithm could be adapted for elliptic curves.
With this framework, the login queries are all of the same format - a single element of the
group. This could lead to a proof of optimality in terms of space and communication bits
required, depending on the group used in practice. It also means that faking an id is not easier
than the hardest typo-tolerant frame- work that accepts the same typos. As the size of the group
is much greater than the general password space, the discrete logarithm assumption also implies
that bruteforcing the password is the best avenue of attack.
Besides the fact that it only allows the correction of substitution errors, the main downside of
this algorithm is the time needed to compute the distance.
This is still acceptable on the client side, where the main hurdle is squaring an element at most
1600 times in a large group. Using eﬃcient libraries, this can be done in less than 10ms.
However, the server-side computation is where the cost becomes prohibitive. For strings of
length 12, checking whether they are at distance 1 takes at most 72 exponentiation operations,
or less than 500 squaring operations, doable in a few ms. At distance 2, computation already
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takes 35 times more operations, which is on the edge of noticeable from the client- side.
Checking whether they are at distance 3 (probably the highest reasonable distance for typos) is,
alas, prohibitive, taking at least a few seconds. Using the trinomial revision, the number of
expected exponentiations at distance D n is on average

The algorithm can also be adapted to compute Hamming distances, by checking all possible
values for variants on a single letter instead of going by increasing keyboard distance.

Discussion
It was proved in [3] that black boxes that compute arbitrary distances between strings such as
the one studied here are vulnerable to attacks with at most poly(n) queries, and with 0(n)
queries against the Hamming distance. The for- mula above illustrates why our method is not
concerned by those lower bounds: although a linear number of queries would be enough to find
the original string from the computed distances, most of those couldn't be computed because of
their potentially exponential cost.
A second lower bound shown in [3] concerns the minimal number of commu- nication and
storage bits to obtain n bits of entropy, showing that in both cases, n - o(n) bits are necessary. In
our case, we store and send a single element of the group, and the security is that of a discrete
logarithm attack against the group. We then have a quasi-linear time complexity for current
commonly used groups, with real values currently corresponding to an overhead of a factor
between 10 and 20.
Some questions remain, such as whether it is possible to obtain a linear storage or
communication complexity (or whether stronger lower bounds are provable otherwise).
Moreover, the typos corrected here only concern the Ham- ming or keyboard distances, and
don't allow complex typos such as exchange of adjacent letters. It would be interesting to check
whether the method could be expanded to more complex distance functions. Finally is also one
potential risk that requires investigating with this method. The discrete logarithm assumption
concerns normal elements of the group. However, the elements considered here are not random
elements but X-th powers, with B-smooth X, for 101 < B < 181. Although B-smooth numbers
are essential in discrete logarithm problems [14], there seems to be no attack so far where X
being B-smooth is an issue.
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An Overview of Big Data Analytics in Banking:
Approaches, Challenges and Issues
Fisnik Doko l, Igor Miskovski l, Miroslav Mirchev l
l

Univ. Ss. Cyril and Methodius, Faculty of Computer Science and Engineering,
Skopje

Abstract. Banks are harnessing the power of Big Data. They use Big Data and Data Science to
drive change towards data and analytics to gain an overall competitive advantage. The Big Data
has potential to transform enterprise operations and processes especially in the banking sector,
because they have huge amount of transaction data. The goal of this paper is to give an
overview of different approaches and challenges that exists in Big Data in banking sector. The
work presented here will fulfill the gap of research papers in the last five years, with focus on
Big Data in central banks and credit scoring in central banks. For this paper, we have reviewed
existing research literature, official reports, surveys and seminars of central banks, all these
related directly or indirectly to Big Data in banks.
Keywords: Big Data, Banking, Credit scoring

Introduction
There is no single official definition for Big Data, it is referred as collection and analyses of
large volumes of structured and unstructured data, potentially in real time to create value for
companies. Concept of Big Data in financial context is different from other industries [l].
Popular approach for the pillars of Big Data are the Gartner 3V model, and the IBM
infographicl that provides an overview of the components of "Big Data" by adding a fourth
"V". Big Data is mostly defined with the following properties known as "five Vs" [2], [3]:
1. Volume: in today's connected world, huge amounts of data is being created every
second, from tweets to videos and photos to bank transactions. Financial services [4]
during the years handle high volume of data and always have been with the biggest
datasets.
2. Variety: the data can range from structured to unstructured. Big Data technology
allows users to analyze not only the structured data we find in the financial sector, but
also the more complex unstructured data that is becoming more relevant in order to
discover new conclusions and findings.
3. Veracity: refers to the trustworthiness of the data in Big Data, especially if it is
obtained from third-party public sources. Veracity burden can rise exponentially with
data volumes.
4. Velocity: is a concept which deals with the speed of the incoming data from different
sources, it is the data is frequently updated and can be quickly analyzed with
possibility to real time analyzes.
5. Value: by predicting new trends based on the analysis of data, banks and financial
services can create value for customers by offering them new services.
Big Data is the modern emerging field where technology and Data Science provide new ways
of extracting value from the ocean of new information. The ability to effectively manage
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insights and extract knowledge is a key competitive advantage [5]. Finance industry uses Data
Science for supporting and predicting credit scoring and trading and in operations via fraud
detection [6].
Banks need to leverage the benefits of the volume of data they collect and the digital revolution
trends to provide better adapted services to their customers in an increasingly competitive
digital world [7].
In Section 2 we overview some of the usages and benefits of Big Data in banking industry. In
Section 3 we overview the major challenges in the banking industry for adopting Big Data.
Then, in Section 4, we describe the usage of Big Data in central banks. After that, in, in Section
5, we provide related work for credit scoring in the last years. In Section 6 we summarize the
conclusions.

Advantages of Big Data in banking
Big Data and Data Science in banking refers to the field of applying software and technology in
combination with advanced algorithms and methods to gain more insights, to make informed
decisions, or to predict risk and revenue. Initial efforts are focused on gaining new insights
from existing data and then by newly available sources of information with top priority
customer centric objectives [4].
The following shows a list of advantages of Big Data in banking process and Data Science use
cases that have the highest impact on the banking sector harnessing benefits of these
technologies in 2018-2019 [8] [9]:
• Risk management. Big Data can be targeted to an organization's needs and applied to enhance
different risk domains: credit risk, liquidity risk, operational risk and market risk [10].
• Customer insights, experience and analytics. Banks are looking to leverage large amounts of
customer data across multiple service delivery channels to discover customer behavior patterns
and increase knowledge for consumers [11].
• Enhanced fraud detection. Big Data technologies enable real-time analytics on larger datasets
and correlation of data from multiple sources to determine fraud more efficiently [12].
• Algorithmic trading and forecasting stock market. Combining of various data sets from
multiple markets and geographies provides enhanced view of market which can generate trade
signals, trade execution, profit and risk exposure.
• Predictive analytics. Reveals patterns in the data that foresee the future event that can happen,
through understanding social media, news trends, and other data sources, predicting prices and
customers lifetime value and the market moves.
Following are Big Data use cases for marketing in the banking industry [13]:
• Sentiment analytics. Monitor social media to increase marketing success and to adjust
marketing tactics correctly, identify high influence customers in social media because they are
critical to fulfil goals [14].
• Customer 360. Identify the customer profile using more attributes to investigate the habits and
to build complete holistic customer profile. Understanding the product engagement of the
customer to send the correct marketing message.
• Customer segmentation. Big Data enables faster and sharper classification of customers into
various segments that share similar characteristics or behaviors
based on consumer behavior and different attributes [15].
• Next best offer. Allows an organization to increase its opportunities by predicting what the
customer wants next using recommendation system to predict customer preferences (like
Netflix) based on linking of historical transactions to products.
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Challenges and issues
Adopting transformational potential of Big Data is very complex process which implies many
changes in IT ecosystems of banks. There are numerous challenges can face during this
integration such as infrastructure, information privacy and storage cost. Some generalized
challenges that should be overcome to have successful Big Data project are given in the
following text.
Privacy and security. Handling Big Data is more scalable and flexible in cloud, but the privacy
and security regulations often restrict this movement decision, also there are reputation
consequences. Big Data has faced criticism for overstepping privacy boundaries. Ensuring Big
Data projects retain their integrity and trust is critical to avoiding public embarrassment,
mistrust, and liability. Big Data analytics is limited with numerous regulatory compliance
considerations for data protection and privacy issues which impact the analyses because of the
individuals being able to decline banks to use their personal data from processing in certain
circumstances. Ethical issues should be reviewed in such scenarios, because predictive analyses
will identify people with low social conditions which can be treated worse [16].
Storage and processing issues. While banking structured data are continually growing, the
unstructured data is growing faster and is becoming more important source for customer
insights [4]. This increases the need for having unstructured terabyte databases. The
conventional data management techniques are no longer enough to handle the massively large,
high-velocity, heterogeneous financial dataset [17]. Uploading large data in cloud or using
cloud data for real time analyses with data that reside on-premise, it has processing
performance impact that may not be the right choice. The biggest issues when using cloud are
privacy and regulatory implications and regulations.
Technical and architectural challenges. Data is rapidly increasing hence it is very important to
use appropriate techniques and technology that can handle such vast amount of large and
variety complex datasets, which requires new infrastructure components like Hadoop, NoSQL,
Map Reduce, where banking industry is lagging behind their peers in other industries [18].
Reading/writing data in enterprise SAN storage and replicating to redundant copies is wasteful
for Big Data. These challenges
and the chances for failure are easily handled by the Hadoop Distributed File System
and by the Map Reduce programing paradigm. High-level development environments that
abstract from processing architecture, are programming languages such as R and Python which
are used to discover new insights from data [19].
Analytical challenges. Big Data itself does not create value until analytical capabilities are used
that require skills to use them. Banks need skilled staff data scientists to benefit from Big Data
opportunities and overcome governance issues. Because of strict governance rules in banking,
banks are missing special working positions for data scientists. Also because of their standards
and regulations banks are behind the other technologies in analytical capabilities of text and
sentiment analyses,
voice and video. Also, the lack of multiple data types is factor where banks lag behind other
industries.

Big Data in central banks
Big Data in central banks is of high volume because data are reported in granular basis on
transaction level for example credit data for person or security by security, velocity is argued
with the frequent gathering of these data. Drawback is that central banks have more general
aggregated data and the data sets are often just numerical.
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Central banks already have large datasets of statistics, structured data and information, which
are regularly used into their decision-making process. Credit registry is often the largest data
sets maintained by some central banks.
Experience of Central banks with Big Data is surveyed from BIS-IFC Big Data Survey [20]. As
reported in 2015 there wasn't clear understanding of the "Big Data" definition. The primary
focus to central banks has been has been accessing and processing the data [20].
One promising survey conducted by Central Banking in association with BearingPoint during
mid-2017. It proves that Big Data is an active area for new projects in central banks and key
Big Data projects in central banks is reported development of credit registers, followed by
administrative sources and consolidation of internal systems [21]. In the IFC annual report 2018
[22] the feedback from central banks is concerned with the complex privacy implications of
dealing with Big Data. The last
survey conducted in 2018 by Central Banking in association with BearingPoint [23]
reports on the approach central banks take towards Big Data. Central banks started looking for
external sources to obtain Big Data. Complex privacy implications of dealing with Big Data
and other sources as privacy laws evolve with the time and Big Data in central banks is
predominantly regarded as useful for research and there is no evidence involvement in
policymaking.

Credit scoring
Credit risk is the probability of loss due to a borrower's failure to make payments on any type of
debt. The survey of Economist Intelligence Unit shows that most of the banks surveyed in six
continents, especially Europe, are primarily concerned with the credit risk [10]. Models can be
improved when there are other data sources with the ability to combine and join data from
multiple sources. A well-trained system can then perform the credit-scoring tasks and help
employees work much faster and more accurately.
Paper [24] shows that the neural network-based credit scoring model is more effective in
screening default applications. Paper [25] introduces a two-step loan credibility prediction
system which uses Decision Tree Induction algorithm for prediction. Paper [26] presents a new
combination approach based on consensus of six classifier that creates a group ranking. Paper
[27] shows that the usage of client's payment data is very important factor to enhance credit
score prediction. Paper [28] demonstrates that most significant attributes in determining the
outcome of a credit application are income, years of employment, credit score and whether or
not the applicant had defaulted on a prior credit account. Paper [29] shows that data from social
media is big factor in determination of credit score. The newest papers [30] and [31] presents
greater insight on the usage of Big Data for credit scoring models, and how this technology is
overcoming traditional credit scoring models. This provides proven base that banks should
develop new credit models and introduce new data sources that will significantly enhance the
model. They propose Big Data models which will include various data for the clients including
where they shop, their purchases, their online social network profiles and other factors that
aren't directly related with credit default.

Conclusion
Banks will realize value by effectively managing and analyzing the rapidly increasing data and
putting the right skills and tools to better understand their operations and customers. By
harnessing Data Science tools and technologies, banks can more effectively inform strategic
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decision-making, reducing uncertainty and eliminating analysis-paralysis. Despite all the
advantages of Big Data, it has a set of limitations when it comes to implementation in banking.
Retail and central banks are using Big Data in a variety of ways that they treat as a Big Data,
but they have to overcome all the mentioned challenges to be in hop with technology and to
gain maximum benefit from Big Data. However, banks are still lagging in implementing Bigdata credit- scoring tools will emerge as a way to ensure greater efficiency in underwriting
while expanding access to the underbanked and to historically selected groups. Big Data is the
reality and is going to stay there for a long time. Banks need to continuously revise policy and
regulatory standards to can adopt new technologies. The above analysis shows that there are
still research challenges to develop at all levels of the Big Data chain and involve a wide set of
different technologies. Despite the technological aspects, there are organizational, cultural, and
legal factors that dictate how banks will continue the road of implementing Big Data operations
and business development
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How Do Kosovo Firms Utilize Business Intelligence?
An Exploratory study
Ardian Hyseni
Faculty of Economics, University of Ljubljana,
Kardeljeva pl. 17, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia

Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to examine how Kosovo firms utilize business
intelligence to analyze their data and better understand the past, present and the future of their
firm. Business intelligence offers firms the ability to analyze large amount of data quicker and
more effective. Decision making has become easier with the use of BI tools, but making the
right decision at right time has become vital for the firms performance. This research will
contribute on business industry by providing evidence how Kosovo firms utilize the BI system,
what BI tools and what business values and processes BI offers to the firms.
Keywords: Business Intelligence, Data Analysis, BI Tools, Decision Making

Introduction
In today's global economy, the amount of data has increased immensely, however the problem
for business analysts is not the amount of data, but selecting the appropriate data. Researches on
the outcomes of BI are sparse and so far have addressed only costs and benefits associated with
BI and the effects of BI on the performance competitive advantage [1]. Despite the
implementation growth of BI globally, new trends of BI are emerging and new opportunities
and benefits are created. Unfortunately in the area of utilization of BI systems, there is very
little research to consider the factors affecting the utilization of BI in Kosovo firms. The
researches have generally argued that BI Investments induce better business performance [2].
To obtain maximum benefit from BI, systems need to be used effectively [3]. Even though
many firms have an interest in implementing BI solutions, a lack of researches has limited the
understanding of the importance of using or implementing BI solutions. According to Forbes
executive management, operations and sales the main drivers for BI adoption, while
dashboards, reporting, end-user self-service, advanced visualization, and data warehouse are the
top five BI processes for 2018 [4]. This study will show how Kosovo firms utilize BI
comparing to rest of the world.

Methodology
This paper is a qualitative research study; an exploratory study with unstructured questions.
Questions prepared for this exploratory study will give an answer on the utilization of BI within
Kosovo firms. This study prepared will help to understand how Kosovo firms utilize BI and
create business value. And finally, to learn about the future plan on investments on BI system,
and in what trends or challenges will firms be mainly focused on.
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Data Gathering
Data analysts from four different firms were interviewed in depth, firms participating in this
exploratory study were from different industries. After the interviews were taken, interviews
were transcript for further analysis. Overall there were four data analysts participating on the
research. The number of the respondents for qualitative study is enough to give valuable insight
on the utilization of BI within Kosovo firms and their plans for the future investments on BI
system.

Results
After interviewing four participants in depth, data was ready to be analyzed and the results
gathered are promising and valuable enough to get a clear insight of the utilization of BI within
Kosovo firms.

Fig 1.Firm size

Fig 2.Gender

As shown on the Figure 1, the firms that participated in the study are with
small and medium size comprising of 1-10 employees and 10-50 employees,
and the participant were all of male sex as shown in Figure 2.

Fig 3.Education

Fig 4. Age

In Figure 3, is shown the education level of the participants, two of the respondents were PhD
and two others with master and bachelor background, and the age of the three participants was
between 18-30 and only one of them was beyond 40s, this gives a clear indication that younger
generations are much more used and adopted with new BI trends and technologies.
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Fig 5. Work Experience with BI
In Figure 5, is shown the participants experience with data analysis and BI solutions, what plays
crucial impact on the quality of this study.

25%

25%
Chief Financial Officer
Banker
Accountant
CEO

25%

25%

Fig 6. Users
Four respondents job position Chief Financial Officer, Banker, Accountant and CEO as shown
on Figure 6, all working in different business sectors.
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25%

25%
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Finance
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25%

25%

Fig 7. Industry
Respondents in this participating in this study were from Telecommunication, Banking,
Media/News and Finance industry as shown on Figure 7.
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PowerBI

9%
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Publisher
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Fig 8. BI tools used by firms
As shown on the figure 8, the most used tool for data analysis remains Excel and proceeded by
other tools which are used in different industries for different purposes.
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Data Analysis
Better Decision Making
14%
29%
14%

Faster Decision Making

Effective Decision
Making
Comparing data sheet

14%

15%
14%

Data Report
Advanced Visualisation

Fig 9. Main purpose of BI usage
As shown on the fig 9, results show that main purpose of BI is Data Analysis, and followed
better decision making, faster decision making, effective decision making, comparing data
sheet, reporting and advanced visualization. Based on the answers from the participants these
are main processes used by Kosovo firms, but in order to get in-depth insight there is needed a
larger number of respondents from different industry sector.

Conclusions
This paper provides Kosovo firms with valuable information about utilization of BI, and the
results from this research have shown that Kosovo firms are well aware of the benefits from BI.
This paper has important contribution on empowering the decision making departments, with
information about BI, The decision makers can use these results provided by the paper, for their
future business intelligence investment plan. As a conclusion, the use of BI will ensure firms
better data analysis, decision making and as well competitive advantage.
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Semantic Web Technologies
Dukagjin Hyseni
UBT – Higher Education Institution, Lagjja Kalabria, 10000 p.n., Prishtine,
Kosovo

Abstract.This study attempts to highlight the great importance of developing Semantic Web as
one of the best discovery of better data management and presentation within the WWW. Since
the W3C's was discovered, initially providing classic web content as web 1.0 that had link /
hyperlink of document`s location, then web 2.0 as web-applications have more advanced
technologies to connect data, and finally semantic web as extension of web 3.0 also known as
Linked Data.
The results show that in addition to the rapid development of the Semantic Web, the demand to
use its features by data publishers and data readers is rapidly expanding due to the time saving
to publish multiple times the same data on other web pages.
Moreover, we will present the features of the Semantic Web, its technologies, development
history, advantages and weaknesses, the potential benefits, and so on, including standards,
frameworks, and programming languages that are being used in its development like: RDF
(Resource Description Framework), XML etc.
Key words: Semantic web, Linked Data, W3C, RDF, XML.

Introduction
Since Tim Berners-Lee’s original idea for a global system of interlinked hypertext documents
from 1989, the World Wide Web has grown into the world’s biggest pool of human knowledge.
Over the past few years, the Web has changed the way people communicate and exchange
information. In 1998, the size of the Web was estimated to exceed 300 million pages with a
growth rate of about
20 million per month. The real size of the Web today is difficult to measure, although Web
search indices cite a lower band number of unique and meaningful Web pages. The explosion
of Web documents and services would not be so critical if users could easily retrieve and
combine the information needed. Since Web documents are at best semi-structured in simple
natural language text, they are vulnerable to obstacles that prevent efficient content retrieval
and aggregation. An increasing problem is the number of languages used on the Web.
The Semantic Web term was popularized by Tim Berners-Lee and later elaborated in 2001. The
first part of his vision for the Semantic Web was to turn the Web into a truly collaborative
medium—to help people share information and services and make it easier to aggregate data
from different sources and different formats. The second part of his vision was to create a Web
that would be understandable and processable by machines. The key to machine-processable
data is to make the data smarter. Smart data continuum of Semantic Web is consist from: Text
and Databases, XML documents for single domains, Taxonomies, Ontologies and automated
reasoning.
Semantic Web refers to the W3C`s vision of the Web of linked data. Semantic Web
technologies enable people to create data stores on the Web, build vocabularies, and write rules
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for handling data. Linked data are empowered by technologies such as RDF, SPARQL, OWL
and SKOS.

Semantic web technologies
Currently, the World Wide Web is primarily composed of documents written in HTML (Hyper
Text Markup Language), a language that is useful for publishing information. HTML is a set of
“markup” symbols contained in a Web page intended for display on a Web browser. During the
first decade of its existence, most of the information on the Web is designed only for
humanconsumption. Humans can read Web pages and understand them, but their inherent
meaning is not shown in a way that allows their interpretation by computers.
The information on the Web can be defined in a way that it can be used by computers not only
for display purposes, but also for interoperability and integration between systems and
applications. One way to enable machine-to-machine exchange and automated processing is to
provide the information in such a way that computers can understand it. This is precisely the
objective of the semantic Web – to make possible the processing of Web information by
computers.
“The Semantic Web is not a separate Web but an extension of the current one, in which
information is given well-defined meaning, better enabling computers and people to work in
cooperation.” (Berners-Lee, Hendler et al. 2001). “The next generation of the Web will
combine existing Web technologies with knowledge representation formalisms”. (Grau, 2004)
The third common use of the term Semantic Web is to identify a set of technologies, tools and
standards which form the basic building blocks of a system that could support the vision of a
Web imbued with meaning. The Semantic Web has been developing a layered architecture,
which is often represented using a diagram first proposed by Tim Berners-Lee, with many
variations since.

Figure 1: Semantic Web layered architecture

Resource Description Framework (RDF)
The Semantic Web aims to build a common framework that allows data to be shared and reused
across applications, enterprises, and community boundaries. It proposes to use RDF as a
flexible data model and use ontology to represent data semantics. Currently, relational models
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and XML tree models are widely used to represent structured and semi-structured data. But
they offer limited means to capture the semantics of data. RDFS and OWL ontologies can
effectively capture data semantics and enable semantic query and matching, as well as efficient
data integration.
The Resource Description Framework (RDF) – now around for over a decade already as well –
is the basic data model for the Semantic Web. It is built upon one of the simplest structures for
representing data: a directed labeled graph. An RDF graph is described by a set of triples of the
form (Subject Predicate Object), also called statements, which represent the edges of this graph.
RDF’s flat graph-like representation has the advantage of abstracting away from the data
schema, and thus promises to allow for easier integration than customized XML data in
different XML dialects: whereas the integration of different XML languages requires the
transformation between different tree structures using transformation languages such as XSLT
or XQuery. While the normative syntax to exchange RDF, RDF/XML, is an XML dialect itself,
there are various other serialization formats for RDF, such as RDFa, a format that allows to
embed RDF within (X) HTML, or non-XML representations such as the more readable Turtle
syntax; likewise RDF stores (e.g. YARS2) normally use their own, proprietary internal
representations of triples, that do not relate to XML at all.4

Figure 2. Graph model of RDF/XML implementation

SPARQL
SPARQL a query language for RDF is used to return and manipulate data from databases that
are stored in Resource Description Format. It is the recommendation of (DAWG) Data Access
Working Group on RDF under World Wide Web Consortium, and is recognized as one of the
key technologies of the semantic web.
The SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL) is the de-facto standard used to
query RDF data. While RDF and the RDF Schema provide a model for representing Semantic
Web data and for structuring semantic data using simple hierarchies of classes and properties,
respectively, the SPARQL language and protocol provide the means to express queries and
retrieve information from across diverse Semantic Web data sources. The SPARQL query
language was developed for the RDF layer of the Semantic Web architecture (see Fig.6.1). The
query language has been developed without considering the other core languages of the
Semantic Web, namely RDFS, OWL and RIF. The SPARQL is a matching graph pattern
language. It defines a set of graph patterns, the simplest being the triple pattern. A triple pattern
is like a normal RDF triple but with the possibility of a variable instead of an RDF term in the
subject, predicate, or object positions. SPARQL introduces the notion of variable binding, that
is, a pair (variable, RDF term), where variable is a query variable of interest indicated by ? or $
and the RDF term is the value assigned to the variable after the query has been executed.
Similar to the namespace mechanism used for writing RDF/XML, SPARQL allows the
definition of prefixes for namespaces. Prefixes are used inside a query to increase its
readability. SPARQL introduced a set of constructs and clauses that could be part of a query.
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The SELECT clause identifies the variables to appear in the query results and the WHERE
clause provides the basic graph pattern to match against the data graph.

Figure 3 – Simple SPARQL query

Web Ontology Language (OWL)
OWL stands for Web Ontology Language and was founded on 2004. OWL is such a language
for modeling such complex knowledge, expressive representation languages based on formal
logic are commonly used. This also allows us to do logical reasoning on the knowledge, and
thereby enables the access to knowledge which is only implicitly modeled. Since 2004 OWL is
a W3C recommended standard for the modeling of ontologies, and since then has seen a steeply
rising increase in popularity in many application do-mains. Central for the design of OWL was
to find a reasonable balance be-tween expressivity of the language on the one hand, and
efficient reasoning, i.e. scalability, on the other hand. This was in order to deal with the general
observation that complex language constructs for representing implicit knowledge usually yield
high computational complexities or even undecidability of reasoning, and therefore unfavorable
scalability properties. OWL has three sublanguages: OWL Full, OWL DL and OWL Lite.
OWL documents are used for modeling OWL ontologies. Two different syntaxes have been
standardized in order to express these. One of them is based on RDF and is usually used for
data exchange. It is also called OWL RDF syntax since OWL documents in RDF syntax are
also valid RDF documents. The basic building blocks of OWL are classes and properties, which
we already know from RDF(S), and individuals, which are declared as RDF in-stances of
classes. OWL properties are also called roles, and we will use both notions interchangeably.

Figure 4 – OWL Example
The OWL language provides mechanisms for creating all the components of an ontology:
concepts, instances, properties (or relations) and axioms. Two sorts of properties can be
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defined: object properties and data type properties. Object properties relate instances to
instances. Data type properties relate instances to data type values, for example text strings or
numbers. Concepts can have super and sub concepts, thus providing a mechanism for
subsumption reasoning and inheritance of properties.

Development and usability of Web Semantic
Since time that Lee has developed semantic web, there are several version of development of
semantic web. Thirty years after the birth of the Web, to have a Web linking applications,
things, people, data, etc. Tim Berners-Lee insisted very early on the need to provide on the Web
“more machine oriented semantic information, allowing more sophisticated processing”
(Berners-Lee et al., 1994). To bootstrap that evolution Tim Berners-Lee then proposed in
September 1998 a “Semantic Web Road map” (Berners-Lee, 1998) giving 20 years ago the blue
prints of the architecture of the Semantic Web. In 1999 the first versions of RDF and RDFS
were published by the W3C and the vision of a Semantic Web was then made visible to a broad
audience in 2001 with an article in the Scientific American (Berners-Leet al., 2001). This wellknown article presents the Semantic Web as an extension of the existing document-based Web
with a Web of structured data and formal semantics better enabling computers and people to
work in cooperation. A few years later, Tim Berners-Lee will be again instrumental in pushing
what can be seen as a first wave of deployment of the Semantic Web with the Linked Data
principles and the Linked Open Data 5-star rules (Berners-Lee, 2006) leading to the publication
and growth of linked open datasets weaving a Web of Linked Data. It all started with the first
international Semantic Web Working Symposium (SWWS), a workshop held in Stanford, Palo
Alto, the 30th of July and 1st of August 2001. The following year the symposium became the
International Semantic Web Conference (ISWC) series. Nowadays, Semantic Web not only has
its conferences (e.g. ISWC, ESWC, SemTech, SemWeb.Pro) and journals (e.g. Semantic Web
Journal, Journal of Web Semantics) but is also an established topic of older conferences and
journals from other domains (e.g. The Web Conference WWW, VLDB, EKAW, IJCAI/ECAI,
WI, etc.). 7
Semantic Web from year to year is developing rapidly thanks to the development of various
platforms for designing and building web semantic technologies. Based on this technological
development, usability of web semantic is increasing rapidly. This usability we can verify also
by the huge number of Facebook users with 2.45 billion, Google averages over 2 trillion
Google searches a day per year 2019 or over 63,000 search queries done per second and some
others web- sites that are example and type of web semantics or linked data on web.8
Regarding to the data of usage of web semantics, it seems that usage of web-semantics is too
high so we are going to present some graphs of using web semantics.
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Figure 5 - Yearly distribution of 14157 documents found on the Web of Science on the topic
“Semantic Web”, note

that at the moment of the survey the years 2017 and 2018 were largely incomplete

Figure 6 - Distribution per country of 14157 documents found on the Web of Science on the
topic “Semantic Web”

Conclusion
This paper has primarily described how RDF data store need to be represented as a schema in
which the prepositions will be used as properties. The properties will be then interpreted by the
SPARQL engines. The property based schema can extend to OWL ontologies which are RDF
serialized.
The SPARQL engine will however only return search based on preposition when the
underlying data set is got the appropriate schema. Thus all data sets of the future will need to be
RDF repositories. It is therefore a subject of research to have software agents which can convert
Non- RDF datasets to RDF data sets. The agents can a part of the SPARQL engine itself which
can interpret Non-RDF datasets to be RDF data sets only for the purpose of query.
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An Application for Transforming Google Classroom into
Learning Management System
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Abstract. Google Classroom has been widely used by education institutions worldwide. It
offers the possibility to manage course works between teachers and students in a paperless way.
However, it does lack the support of the features usually offered by a Learning Management
System e.g. course administration, documentation, tracking, reporting, and delivery. In this
paper we present an application which uses Google Classroom API to enable course
administration and analytics. The solution is validated in a couple of higher education
institutions.
Keywords: Learning Management System, Google Classroom, Analytics

Introduction
Higher educational institutions are extensively looking for better approaches and methodologies
for offering educational services. Learning Management Systems (LMSs) has been widely
accepted as a de facto standard for providing educational digital services.
A Learning Management System (LMS) is a software application for the:
administration, documentation, tracking, reporting, and delivery of educational courses, training
programs, or learning and development programs [1]. Commercial LMSs are too expensive,
while in-house developed systems struggle to cope with technology changes. In our previous
works [3, 4] we have described our previous versions of the in-house developed LMSs. The
latest one leveraged the advantages of using online storages e.g. Google Drive [4]. As part of
their G Suite for Education, Google has recently offered their free-of-charge platform
Classroom (GC)
1. The provision of GC eclipsed our efforts of building the same features which were already
offered in GC. GC helps students and teachers organize assignments, boost collaboration, and
foster better communication. Except the cost, the other greatest advantage of this approach is
that Google takes care of technology updates. However, GC is not a true LMS. It supports
tracking and delivery of educational courses while partially supports course administration. But,
it does not offer the required LMS features of documentation and reporting. In this paper, we
describe an application which fulfills the missing features for transforming GC into a fullyfeatured LMS.

Conceptual design and implementation
Enriching GC with LMS features could be resolved in one of the two approaches: using apps
that work with GC or develop a new application using Classroom API2. Regarding the first
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approach, hundreds of education applications are available online3 that work with GC. They are
mainly developed for primary and secondary school. Since we tried to give a solution for higher
education institution, we followed the second approach. As depicted in Fig. 1, our application
consists of the Reporting and Administration module, which will use Classroom API as per
data retrieval service with GC.

Fig. 1. The GC-based LMS application architecture.
At the time of writing this paper, Classroom API ver. 1offers the management of courses and
aliases, course roster and coursework and assignment submissions. It offers a RESTful interface
with ready examples provided on the official website for consuming the service within different
platforms (.NET, Java, Python, Ruby, PHP etc.). Our solution was implemented as an
ASP.NET MVC application, with SQL database backend. A dedicated controller,
CourseManagerController.cs, deals with the responsibilities of the Administration module,
while DashboardController.csdeals with the Reporting module.

The Administration Module
As described in Table 1, this module serves for a number of responsibilities. Course
Administration sub module offers the methods for CRUD over GC courses from within our
app. Classroom API object BatchRequest methods is also used for multiple courses creation.
Typically, this method is called every start of a term. The administrator prepares a CSV file
with a standardized format and uploads it to be read by the application. Then, a preview of the
courses to be created is displayed and if the data are read correctly the admin can send the
request to GC.
We have used a service account4 for authentication and authorization to access data in
Classroom API. The owner of the course is set up to be the course instructor. Other participants
in the course can be assigned/resigned by using the Roster Manager sub module.
The responsibility of delivering an announcement to all term courses is handled through the
Announcements sub module. Eventually, a list of Material5 is also associated with the
announcement. A Material object, is any of: a Google Drive file, YouTube video, a link or a
Google Form.
Table 1. The Administration sub modules.
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Module
Course
Administration
Roster Manager
Announcements
Synchronizations
Exports

Description
Offers CRUD operations on GC courses.
Moreover, offers creation of multiple courses in batch
from a CSV file.
Manage course delegations including instructor
and student’s assignments to a course.
Create and send announcement to one course or
all current term courses.
Synchronize local database with Google apps data
including: user data and GC data.
Export Reporting data to Excel/PDF.

The application works offline i.e. it uses local database to store information about GC courses.
The application database is updated every 24 hours through the Synchronizations sub module.
Namely, the database is up to date with GC including: course owner’s changes, course
instructors and students list, course data and course materials published as per processing
within the Reporting Module. Within the requests of the Reporting Module is also the feature of
exporting data for university’s higher authority business decisions. Thus, a module for data
export in Excel was also developed. A representing UI from the Administration Module is
presented in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The Administration Module page UI.

The Reporting Module
One of the most important features of an LMS as per the higher authorities of the university is
the Reporting Module. This module should give an insight about the instructor and student’s
performance within a course. As shown in our previous work [2], our LMS usage is affected by
level and resources of instructors’ LMS usage.
As depicted in Table 2, this module mainly consists of two sub modules. The Dashboard
module gives a personalized overview to the logged in user, based on his role. The system is
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used by three kinds of users: administrators, university academic leaders and faculty deans or
directors of specific departments [2].
Table 2. The Reporting sub modules.
Module
Dashboard

Analytics

Description
The homepage of an authorized user. It displays a
summary of the latest information on course delegations,
published content within GC and
course stats.
Provides analytical information of GC usage.

As described in Fig. 3, this module gives information to a particular user about the current
semester course’s load of instructors, near real-time stats and feeds about the course. Thus, one
can observe the materials published within a course in GC and some statistical metrics about
the course e.g. has or has not a published syllabus, the number of assignments published,
number of teaching materials, course level etc. The Output part in Fig. 4 loads published course
materials based on different perspectives: term, department, user or course perspective. For
example, if one clicks the Feeds button next to a particular course the Output part will be
populated with the list of published works within that course.

Fig. 3. The Dashboard page UI.
The Analytics Module is responsible for best describing and rendering of GC data usage. As
depicted in Fig. 4, at the top right corner of the page an authorized user based on his role can
see a chart of showing GC usage. GC usage is calculated from the division of the number of
courses with at least one material published against all courses. The stats are calculated during
the synchronization process and are available at any time to be served within the UI. The chart
appearing at the top main part of the UI shows in which period the courses started to be
activated i.e. when a first material got published within a course. In the main part of the page
are placed the course level statistics separated within every faculty/department.
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Validation
The proposed approach was validated in a couple of universities in the region. Namely, it was
actively used about three years in the South East European University and for two years in
Mother Teresa University. Our app made GC management very easy and flexible. The
analytical data offered to the university management the much needed statistics of having an
active insight on what was going on within every course. However, the main issues appeared on
deciding if the course holds a syllabus or not and the algorithm about course level specification.
Different alternative solutions were considered to find the best descriptive evaluation for these
issues, which are out of the scope of this paper.

Fig. 4. The Analytics page UI.

Related Works
In the past we have been working with in-house developed LMSs [3, 4]. Following the
provision of cloud-based and free-of-charge solutions we proceeded with GC. The GC-based
LMS is cheaper than commercial LMSs, but with less tools. Moreover, it requires less
development efforts for maintenance and has the advantages of using other compatible apps
with GC.
The approaches of using Google Apps are mainly focused on providing a student information
system (SIS) rather than LMS. Namely, Aladdin [5] is focused for primary school
administration, while we are focused on LMSs for higher education. Alma and Additio App [6]
have a powerful gradebook, including attendance tracking, but does not support course level
specification.
As compared to open source LMSs our approach inherits the advantages of using GC: free
cloud storage, powerful assignments module and user-friendly mobile version.
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Conclusion
In this paper we described our approach on building an LMS based on GC. It fulfills the
missing features for transforming GC into a fully-featured LMS. The solution is cost-effective
and with short development lifecycle. As per future works we envision the development of the
Gradebook Module integrated with GC’s assessment’s grades.
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Hadamard's coding matrix and some decoding methods
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p

Abstact. In this paper, we will show a way to form Hadamard's code ordern 2 (where p is a
positive integer) with the help of Rademacher functions, through which matrix elements are
generated whose binary numbers 0,1, while its columns are Hadamard's encodings and are
called Hadamard's coding matrix. Two illustrative examples will be taken to illustrate this way
of forming the coding matrix. Then, in a graphical manner and by means of Hadamard's form
codes, the message sequence encoding as the order coding matrix will be shown. It will also
give Hadamard two methods of decoding messages, which are based on the so-called Haming
distance. Haming's distance between two vectors u and v was denoted by du,v and represents
the number of places in which they differ. In the end, four conclusions will be given, where a
comparison will be made of encoding and decoding messages through Haming's coding
matrices and distances.
Keywords: Hadamard’s code, encoding, decoding, Rademache function, Hamming distance

Introduction
Definition 1.1. A Hadamard matrix of order n , Hn , is an n

n square matrix with elements 1
’shat n and -1’s such Hn Hn nIn , where In is the identity matrix of order n . [3]
T

Examples of Hadamard matrix order 1, 2 and 4 [3]:

Hadamard's matrix of order n is generated by the following formula:

where

is the product of Kroneker.
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Example:

2

n

u and v ,
denoted by du,v is the number of the places in which they differ. For example, if u and v are
defined as u 0,1,0,0 and v 1,0,0,1, then the Hamming distance between u and v is 3, i.e. du,v
Let

u,v

be two vectors in

F

. The Hamming distance between two vectors

d0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1 3. [1]

Each non-zero message has a certain Hamming distance, which means that even the distance of
the codes is also set. Hadamard's generated code forbids generating a Hadamard code from a
Hadamard matrix, the rows of which constitute an orthogonal code set.
th
Definition 2. For k N , the k Rademacher function rk : 0,1 1, 1is defined by
rk t 1 2k t, where t 0,1. [7]
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Hadamard code and Encoding Matrices
Hadamard's code is an example of a linear code with binary digits that determines the length of
code length messages. Hadamard's codes are orthogonal and belong to a linear class of codes.
They are used as error correction codes which are very useful in delivering information over
long distances or through channels where errors can occur in messages.
Definition 2.1 [6] (Hadamard code) Let r

N . The generation matrix of Hadamard code is a 2r
r

r matrix where the rows are all possible binary strings in F .
Example.[6] For r 2 , we have

which maps the messages to

In general, the Hadamard code based on the Hadamard matrix H
k

n

, where n = 2k , has a

k

generator matrix that is (k+1)=2 . The rate is (k+1)/2 - terrible, especially as k increases. The
k-2

code can correct 2
excellent. [4]

k

- 1 errors in a 2 -bit encoded block, and in addition detect one more error-

If u = (u1 ,u2 , ,un) and v=(v1 ,v2 , ,vn ) are vectors over Z 2 , define:

In the following, we will use Radamecher functions to generate Hadamard's coding matrices of
p
the order n 2 (where, p is a positive integer) as follows:

where Gpn is p x n the matrix generated, whose rows are p successive functions of
Rademacher (sequences), which form a basis for Hadamard's matrices where rij F2 0,1,i, j :i
1,2,...,m and j 1,2,..., n . Rademacher's functions were determined by German mathematician
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Rademacher in 1922, [Rademacher, "Einige Sätze von allgenein orthogonal function," p. 112138, (1922)). [1]
4

Rademacher functions with n 2 =16 pulses are shown in figure(2.1), along with the sequence
representation of the functions in the logical elements {0,1}, which are called Rademacher
sequences.
Example 2.1[1]. The generator matrix for Hadamard matrix (code) of order two
i.e
n 2 , p 1 is :
Example 2.2 [1]and[5]. The generator matrix for Hadamard matrix (code) of order four
i.e

2

n 2 4 , ( p =2 ) is :

Fig. 2.1
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Fig.(2.1): The graphs of R0 ,
sequences). The encoding of

R1 , R2 , R3 , R4

p

Rademacher functions (Rademacher

-tuple message sequences in to Hadamard sequences

= 2 p is shown as follows.
For m n 1, we write the binary of m as :
(Hadamard codewords) of length n

mb i ,i1 , ,1 , 0 , then Hm mb *Gpn , ku i F2 , i, i 0,1,2, , p . mb
is p - tuple message sequences and H m is m th Hadamard sequence (codeword). Hadamad
matrices (codes) of order n 2,4,8,16are shown in tables 1,2,3 and 4 respectively.[1]
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Hadamard Decoding methods :
In this section,we will introduce two methods for decoding Hadamard codwords: Let w be
received word.
Method (1) :
Find the closest codeword
such that:

Method (2) :
This method composed of two steps:
Step 1 :
Compute

Step 2:
If
(where , is a zero vector),then the received word is a codeword in Hadamard code
Hn, p ,but,if S ,the receivedword w is received in error.Ih order to find the location of error in w
, we compaired S with the each column of Hadamard code which gives the location of error in

w.
For example ,if the original message is (1,1,0), by using Hadamard code of order n 8 , then the
encoded message is H6 0,1,1,0,0,1,1,0. Let the encoded message H after the error be w
0,1,0,0,0,1,1,0. We decode it as follows :
By 1st method :
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We see that d(w,H6)  d(w,Hi ),  and thus H6 to have been transmitted. is the
codeword that is most likely to have been transmitted.
By 2nd method :

S is similar to third column of Hadamard code of order n  8 , therefore we can see that the
error was in the third place of w , and we write w 0,1,1,0,0,1,1,0Since, code,
therefore we can see that the original message was (1,1,0).

Conclusions
1. Generating or rpresenting of Hadamard matrices (codes) from using Rademacher functions
(sequences) is easy to find.
2. Using the Kronecker product method, coding Hadamard matrices is very quick and easy.
3.A new algorithm is given in section four which as we think is very efficient than Hamming
method. It can be straightforward to implement.
4. Both the Hamming codes and the Hadamard codes are actually special cases of a more
general class of codes: Reed-Muller codes.
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AI leverage in easing the 5G complexity and enhancing
5G intelligent connectivity
Xhafer Krasniqi
UBT – Higher Education Institution, Lagjja Kalabria, 10000 p.n., Prishtine,
Kosovo

Abstract. As 5G era is approaching fast and pre-commercial 5G tests and trials are happening
everywhere around the world, one of the key challenges for carriers and 5G providers is to
maintain and operate the network complexity required to meet diverse services and
personalized user experience requirements. This maintenance and operation have to be smarter
and more agile in 5G than it was in previous generations. AI and ML can be leveraged in this
case to ease 5G complexity and at the same time enhance the intelligent connectivity between
diverse devices and tiny end points, e.g. IoT sensors.
Machine learning and AI algorithms can be used to digest and analyse cross-domain data that
would be required in 5G in a much more efficient way enabling quick decision and as such
easing the network complexity and reducing the maintenance cost. The cross-domain data
includes geographic information, engineering parameters and other data to be used by AI and
ML to better forecast the peak traffic, optimize the network for capacity expansion and enable
more intelligent coverage through dynamic interference measurements.
This paper provides an overview of 5G complexity due to its heterogenous nature and the key
role of AI and ML to ease this complexity and enhance the intelligent connectivity between
diverse devices with different requirements. The focus of this paper will be on the key aspects
of AI and ML application in 5G and the key benefits from this application. Finally, this paper
will analyse the overall performance of 5G in terms of coverage and latency compared with
traditionally operated networks.
Keywords: 5G, AI, ML, IoT, Sensors, Network Slicing, Virtualisation, MTC.

Introduction
There is no doubt that 5G is expected to be a complex network since it will be the main
mechanism for transporting the avalanche of data generated by billions of devices and IoT
sensors connected through 5G. Having to handle all of this data and huge number of connected
devices will add further to the complexity of 5G and the chaos brought by 5G and as such
would require a new technology that would help handling this data and would make sense of
this complexity and chaos. This new technology needed and required by 5G is AI. On the other
side, AI will also need 5G and its massive data in order for the AI to be successful and enhance
the AI algorithm. The more data sets that are used as inputs to machines learning the more
accurate the outcome patterns will be.
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5G Network
5G is the latest cellular network generation that is currently under development and still at an
infancy stage. It is going through a number of pre-commercial tests and trials and it is at an
early adoption stage with a very limited coverage. It has been deployed by a number of
operators, but this is only the early version of it, the LTE-based
5G or also known as NSA (Non-StandAlone) implementation.
5G network is very heterogeneous in nature and it is a platform that interacts with different
networks and different radio technologies that serve various devices with different resource
requirements, as shown in the figure below.

Figure 1, 5G heterogeneity

5G Complexity
Main things that would make 5G complex and would differentiate it from other previous
networks in terms of complexity are the heterogeneity of 5G, its network topology, design and
propagation models together with user’s mobility and usage patterns. Some or all of these
parameters were also part of the previous networks and generations, but not in the same scale as
5G.
5G aims to address three major requirements as shown in the diagram below:




Massive broadband (eMBB)
o In the range of 10 Gbps
Very high number of connections (mMTC)
o In the range of a million per km2
Extremely reliable and low latency (uRLLC)
o In the range of 1 ms

Figure 2, 5G requirements
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AI
AI is the science of training systems to emulate human tasks through learning and automation.
AI is not a new technology since it has been around since the 1950s, but it is only recently
finding its place in mainstream applications as a result of the rapid increase of IoT data volume,
high-speed connectivity and high-performance computing [8].
It is the AI that can augment greatly the value of IoT by making use of all the data from huge
number of devices to drive to improve the ML algorithms and make machines learn.

Figure 3, AI connectivity

AI in the context of 5G
In the context of 5G and the enhancement of mobile networks, AI and ML are interchangeably
used, but they differ from each other. AI is a broad concept that does certain tasks in a smart
way and closer to humans. It
relies on ML to collect the data and analyse the pattern from which the software system learns
and improves and this makes machines smarter. On the other side, ML is a subset of AI and is
seen as an application of AI to allow machines access to data and learn for themselves. ML is
also known as a current-state-of-the-art of AI.
When it comes to the use of AI/ML in 5G and whether this can help 5G to handle its
complexity, there are two approaches:

Basic approach where AI/ML is used to perform some basic tasks based on some preset algorithms

More advanced approach where AI/ML is used to be more context aware and learn
from the surrounding situations and acts accordingly
o This approach has emerged with the popularity of Internet and the huge
amount of the generated information
o Instead of teaching the computer to do everything, it is better to code them
to think like humans and give them access to the huge information enabled
by Internet and 5G

Internet of Things (IoT)
Is a system of devices connected together. By devices in the context of IoT is meant any device
from tiny sensors to wearable and smartphones.
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These devices can talk to each other and gather a lot of information that when analysed can
create a lot of useful information that can be used by different entities to perform a specific task
or learn from those information.
In the context of this paper, the information gathered from these IoT devices can be used by AI
in order for the AI algorithm to learn.

Figure 4, IoT devices

What functions of 5G can AI help with?
Number of functionalities and services provided by 5G is so high that managing and
configuring them manually may become a bottleneck and would require some form of
automation. This form of automation would be difficult without AI. An example of such a
functionality would be the network slicing, see figure x, as one of the main 4G and 5G
functions, that currently are manually configured. Once the 5G deployment starts rolling out,
the number of network slices will be much higher and manual configuration would affect
operator’s abilities to provide this service. Use of AI in this case would simplify the
configuration drastically by filtering and routing backend traffic based on device needs and as
such enhance operator’s abilities to provide this service.
Another case where AI could be leveraged is to enhance device abilities through a better
understanding of their surroundings, i.e. to improve contextual awareness. The improvement of
contextual awareness can only be achieved with 5G as a technology with a very low latency.
Other case where AI and ML can help the 5G is with the beam selection and steering and by
identifying and computing the strongest beam or strongest set of beams, i.e. beam reference
signal (BRSRP). Based on these computed beams, the serving cell site decides if the UE needs
to switch and when to switch to a neighbouring cell and what specific beam to connect to.

Figure 5, Network slices
The key advantages that operators gain from AI and ML for 5G enables are as following:
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High level of automation leading to minimum or no involvement of human
interaction and as such more efficient service to offer
Traffic aggregation and traffic steering from different access networks through
different applications
Capability to provision resources to different use cases, e.g. network slice, with
different QoS
requirements in a very dynamic way
Collection of real time information and construction of a complete user profile
including user subscription, QoS requirement, network performance and other events
and logs

Intelligent Connectivity
Is a new concept built on a fusion of three major technologies, 5G, IoT, which is
meant to serve as a means to accelerate the development of disruptive digital
services.
This new concept facilitates connection of devices through a fast and low latency
mobile network, that is 5G, collects digital information through the machines and
sensors, which is the function of IoT then analyses and contextualizes by AI/ML
and finally generates meaningful outcome useful for the users. This would enable
new transformational capabilities in most of the industry sectors, e.g. transport,
manufacturing, healthcare, public safety, security etc.

Figure 6, Intelligent connectivity

Areas of applications of AI in 5G
The number of areas in mobile networks and in 5G specifically where AI could apply is huge,
but some of the main areas where AI could be used are [5]:
Network planning-where operators will use AI to improve the network capacity planning which
will lead to cost reduction and better performance of the network.
AI and machine learning methods can be applied to predict and forecast the traffic by detecting
traffic patterns and as such learning online and helping with the automation of decisions. This
avoids the need for over- provision as it is the case with the traditional network capacity
planning.
Management of network performance- allows a network controller to learn from experience
while it enhances the network.
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Management of customer experience- AI will help to improve and manage the customer
experience by using the IoT data that reveal important consumer insights in the context of realtime situations. This helps the consumers and provides them with an experience tailor-made to
their life.
Management of product life cycle- Artificial intelligence helps to manage and improve the
product lifecycle by leveraging the data that describe the current and historical product insights,
root causes and correlations, future outcomes and recommended improvements. This helps to
transform the product lifecycle from a data management tool to an intelligent decision-making
system.
Management of network itself – Artificial intelligence and machine learning can help the
software-defined networks to learn how to manage themselves by using operational data. This
requires some training of the network to manage itself for some initial and simple operations.
Initial application of AI to network operations includes some security functions, such as
security attack mitigation, automated path selection, and some basic operations running on
‘auto-pilot’.
Management of revenue – Adoption of AI in 5G is already happening and will reduce the
capital expenditure and as such improve the revenue stream.

Conclusion
This paper highlighted the key features and benefits of using AI/ML in 5G and how can 5G also
impact the AI development by facilitating the access to relevant data. The paper also
highlighted that areas with the greatest benefit from AI in mobile communications are the
management of cost and network efficiencies and the improvements to customer experience.
However, to make a full use of AI/ML in 5G, the development of standardised interfaces to
enable access to relevant data is needed, and this is anticipated to be the main challenge.
Another challenge is to explore and examine the use of AI for customer experience
optimization and to automate network operations including network planning and network
management.
Some of the key points of this paper are that AI is being deployed in networks, will be critical
for customer service and will help the network operates to regain the investment.
As for the future work in this field, all the interested stakeholders, such as industry, academia
and research, should increase the efforts to transfer the intelligence on the end devices and end
things that would make them smart things as opposed to only access the relevant data and make
the network smart.
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Vulnerability of passwords consisting of Numerical
Repetitive Sequences in the WPA2 protocol
Genc Gregor Kelmendi, Edmond Hajrizi
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Kosovo

Abstract. Protocols that govern wireless security WPA2/WPA have been proven much more
secure in comparison to their predecessor WEP. However, the human factor jeopardizes the
solidity of cryptography by implementing passwords consisting of programmatically
predictable numerical structures such as
1234512345, 11114444, 999888777 and so on. The methods presented in this paper are
effective in decrypting such passwords within seconds using ordinary
processor power. The prevalence of this vulnerable practice in the Prishtina (Kosovo) region is
estimated to be 15.7% in 89 tested wireless routers. Under this study such types of passwords
are termed and referred to as Numerical Repetitive Sequences or NRS. The paper defines NRS
mathematically, identifies
NRS types, composes formulas for calculating variations, presents algorithms to generate NRS,
and proposes tools to implement attacks. The methods documented in this study should only be
used for educational purposes.
Keywords: wireless password, network security, mathematical sequences, arithmetic
progression, handshake attack

Introduction
Among the additional security that WPA/WPA2 protocols provided compared to the WEP
predecessor, was the minimum password length requirement of 8 characters. This was intended
to condition users to implement passwords more resistant to brute-force attacks. But by not
validating the type of inserted characters, a security hole is left where the password can consist
of repeatable characters and sequences, and therefore rendering them predictable. The length
criterion alone cannot effectively avoid unsafe practices. A password consisting of 8 characters
of the digit 51 is as unsafe as a password consisting of only one character of number 5.
Similarly, a password of type "11223344" is as unsafe as a 4 character password of "1234 ".
Character replication or repetition can be easily simulated programmatically, and therefore does
not increase the entropy and strength of the password.
Passwords consisting of numbers only are particularly vulnerable to brute-force attacks. This is
because the decimal base of numbers consist of only 10 elements (0-9), and the variations are
significantly smaller when compared to alphabets which have a richer amount of elements.
When these numeric passwords are also limited to certain templates, they even further endanger
the security of the system. For example, passwords 1234512345, 11114444, or 999888777 are
not only numerical by nature, but also suffer from replications and fixed progressions
(incremental or decremental). Unfortunately, such passwords are often applied in the wireless
domain. After taking a closer look, we realize that these types of passwords are essentially
arithmetic sequences that are replicated for a given number of times, therefore for an easier
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reference they will be referred to as Numerical Repetitive Sequences (NRS). In this paper NRSs
will be mathematically defined, algorithmically generated, and implemented as a dictionary
attack against the captured WPA handshake.

NRS Definition
Numerical Repetitive Sequences (NRS) is the numerical string of the length l that replicates the
finite arithmetic sequence of the form:
Where the first term 1 and the upper limit l meet the conditions

While distance
Such as

is defined as

= 0 if and only if n = 1, generating constant arithmetic sequence

If n < l arithmetic sequence or each term is replicated l/n times successively, thus producing the
numerical repetitive sequence with length l.

Types of NRS
Definition 1. If each term is replicated separately l/n times, the sequence is labeled as internal
sequence, and symbolically is denoted as .
Definition 2. If entire sequence is replicated l/n , the sequence is labeled as external sequence,
and symbolically is denoted as .
Definition 3. The S sequence is a singular sequence if n = l and is symbolically denoted as .
The singular sequence is neither internal nor external. Since the upper bound is equal to the
length of the sequence n = l, neither sequence nor terms can be replicated.
Definition 4. The S sequence is a constant sequence if = 0 and is symbolically denoted as 0.
The constant sequence is both an internal and an external sequence at the same time. Since d is
0, it follows from equation (5) that the string has only one term. Thus since { } = 1 the whole
sequence and the corresponding terms are repeated l times, satisfying the definitions 1 and 2.
Primes greater than 10 have only constant sequences.
Definition 5. The S sequence is an incremental sequence if > 0 is symbolically denoted as
+.
Definition 6. The S sequence is a decremental sequence if < 0 is symbolically denoted as −.

Examples
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Analysis and Variations Formulas for NRS
Various lengths of sequences determine different values of variables n, and 1 thus producing
different variations for every length and consequently disables the application of classic
formulas for calculating variations. In this analysis we will compile formulas that calculate
separately the variations of constant, singular, and internal/external sequences, and summing
the total sum at the end.

Formulas for calculating variations of constant sequences
Each length l has 10 constant sequences because each number is integer with 1. It follows that
for each length there are 10 constant variations, a variation for each value 0-9 replicated as long
as the sequence is long, and this can be marked as:
| | = 10 (9)
Length consisting of prime numbers greater than 10 only have constant sequences,
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which means their variation is always 10, as demonstrated by Example 5 and the following
proof.
Proof. By definition prime numbers have no other factors except 1 and themselves. According
to equation (2) in Chapter 2, the NRS definition limits the upper limit not greater than or equal
to 10, consequently the only allowed upper limit for prime numbers remains to be number 1.
When the upper limit is 1, the distance is 0 and it follows that the sequence is always constant
with an amount of 10 variations.

Formulas for calculating variations of singular sequences
Given the equation (2) n cannot be greater than 10 and also the sequence is singular only if l is
equal to n, then it logically follows that lengths greater than 10 have no singular sequences.
Following formula calculates variations of singular sequences:

From this formula we note that if l is greater than 10 the result will be negative (or zero), and
the function denoted by the symbol + gets only the positive part2, as it is also illustrated in the
equation (16), where it follows that the set of singular sequences for the respective length is an
empty set.
| | = ∅ ⇔ l > 10

(11)

Formulas for calculating variations of internal and external sequences
Values of n produce fixed variations regardless of the length of the sequence, the length simply
determines how many times those variations need to be replicated. Thus, e.g. the upper limit n
= 4 produces 48 internal and external sequences, even when the length l is 8 or 12 or any other
length that is divisible to the limit n = 4. This demonstrates that NRS passwords are unsafe
regardless of their length, and increasing the length does not effectively enrich the variation
pool. Table 1 illustrates the variations given for each value of variables n with the potential to
produce internal or external sequences.
Table 1. Variations of

, for a given .

The formula that calculates the internal and external variations for a given n is

Where k is the maximum distance supported by the given n, as defined by equation (4).
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Total variations of NRS for a given length
The formula that calculates the total variations for a given length is:

Example 4. Calculate the total variations for length 9.

Explanation 1. The formula conditions the upper limit to be divisive with . Thus, the factors of
9 are {1,3,9}. The first sigma starts from number 2 to − 1 which is 8. From 2 to 8 is only one
number that is proportional to 9, and it is 3. For upper limit 3 the second sigma is applied
starting at distance 1 and is increased up to 4. Any increment greater than 4 it returns an empty
set. For example, if is 5 then 10 − 5(3 − 1) = 0. In this manner = 4. After calculating the
Sigma’s, the singular variations 4 and the constant variations 10 are added.
Example 5. Calculate the total variations for length 29.

Explanation 2. The formula conditions the upper limit to be a factor of . But, number 29 being
a prim number does not have any factor within the definition of sigma (withing the range ≥ 2
and − 1). As such first sigma does not apply, and consequently neither the second. The last
part of the formula is replaced with actual values and is calculated. Since the result is negative
−18, only the positive part is obtained which is 0 by using the following function from the
reference [8]:

Algorithm for the Generation of NRS List
The following is a function of the C# language that returns the entire NRS list for a given
length:
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Methodology of Attack
The methodology for decrypting NRS passwords of WPA and WPA2 wireless router consists
of the following steps:
a) Generate the list of NRSs for lengths of 8 to 20 and is stored in a text file.
b) The victim wireless handshake is captured using the wifite tool.
c) The handshake is attacked by importing the text file in the pyrit
d) If the handshake is decrypted using one of the passwords generated as NRS, the
attack will be considered successful.
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Fig. 1. Example of successful decryption.
The SPN password in Figure 1 successfully broken is 123123123. This is a password of length
9, with distance 1, external replication of value 3, initial term 1 and upper limit 3.
We also note that 887 passwords were tried per second. The pyrit tool has completed the entire
NRS list with 2090 combinations in 2.4 seconds. The CPU processor used for these attacks is
the Core2 Duo P8600 @ 2.4 Ghz. Although it is a relatively old
2009 processor with a sub-average processor power it has managed to try NRS
passwords up to 20 characters within 2-3 seconds.

The Prevalence of the Vulnerability
Statistics in the following table 2 are based on 89 handshakes captured in 5 different locations.
Handshakes are tried to be decrypted with NRS list of the length from 8 to
20 with a total variation pool of 2090 passwords. Out of the 89 tested wirelesses, 14
NRS passwords were successfully extracted, accounting for approximately 16% of all wireless
tested
The frequency of successfully decrypted NRS passwords is as follows: 12345678 (6 times);
123456789 (2 times); 0000011111 (1 time); 22223333 (1 time); 77778888 (1 time); 1231231
23 (1 time); 12341234 (1 time) and 777888999 (1 time).
Table 2. Statistics on the success of WPA handshake decryption grouped by location, and the
respective total score.

Amount of handshakes
Decrypted

Loc. 1
25
3

Loc. 2
9
0

Loc. 3
14
2

Loc. 4
6
3

Loc. 5
35
6

Total
89
14

Failed

22

9

12

3

29

Success rate

12%

0%

14.3%

50%

17.1%

75
15.73
%

Conclusion
The efficiency of NRS list is very high in the wireless domain. With a variation of only 2090
passwords it managed to decrypt the WPA / WPA2 handshake successfully in 15.7% of the
cases. Additional studies and statistics are needed to verify this success rate in other
international regions.
Acknowledgment. Acknowledgments to Prof. Dr. Edmond Hajrizi, Msc. Naim Preniqi and
PhD.can. Besnik Qehaja.
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Performance comparison of the TCP methods to control
congestion
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Abstract. Congestion Control is one of the main functions of TCP to prevent and control traffic
congestion in communication networks. Hence,in this paper we analyzed and compared
performances of the TCP NewReno, TCP Westwood and TCP Vegas methods to control
congestion in networks. Performance analysis in terms of: throughput, goodput, number of lost
packets, and the cwnd dynamics are carried out by means of simulation using NS3 simulator.
We have considered two scenarios. In the first scenario we have measured performances of
each of the three methods operating individually, whereas in the second scenario performances are measured when they share the bottleneck link. Simulation results show that in both
scenarios TCP NewReno outperforms two other methods, followed by TCP Vegas. Whereas, in
the second scenario, sharing the link resource, TCP Westwood shows better performances than
TCP Vegas.
Keywords: TCP, congestion control, performances.

Introduction
Transport layer is responsible for end-to-end communication between application pro- cesses
running on different hosts. It is considered as the most important layer from the perspective of
the applications due to the services that this layer offers to them. Transport layer distinguishes
two modes of data delivery: the reliable and the unrelia- ble. The reliable delivery is based on
feedbacks from the receiver to the sender through an Acknowledgment (thereinafter referred to
as ack) for every received segment. When an ack is not received, the sender concludes that the
segment is lost and retransmits it, after that segment’s timer has expired. The unreliable
delivery means that there is no guarantee that segments will arrive in time, error-free and in the
correct order. Transport layer uses the TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) for the reliable
deliv- ery and the UDP (User Datagram Protocol) for the unreliable data delivery.
Fig.1 illustrates the mechanisms of acks, timers and retransmissions that TCP uses in order to
provide reliable data delivery.
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Fig. 1. TCP Mechanism with Acks, timers and retransmission

Congestion Control in TCP
Congestion control is one of the key functions of the transport layer that is implemented in
TCP. Congestion refers to a network state where extended delays are introduced as a result of
datagram overcrowding in one or more routers. Two main conditions that cause congestion in
networks are:
1. When data from a communication channel with higher throughput have to go through a
channel with lower throughput.
18. The router has a lower egress throughput than the sum of its ingress throughputs.

Congestion Control Algorithms
The original version of TCP did not include any mechanisms for congestion control. After a
series of “congestion collapses” that occurred in 1980s, Van Jacobson in his paper [1],
proposed four algorithms to address this problem:
1. Slow Start
2. Congestion Avoidance
3. Fast Retransmission
4. Fast Recovery
Although these algorithms are independent of each other, in practice are always implemented in
combinations.
Slow Start. At the initial stage of a TCP connection, the data are sent with a lower rate that
increases depending on the rate of the arrival of acks from the receiver [2].
Congestion Avoidance. Slow start ends when Congestion window (thereinafter referred to as
cwnd) exceeds slow start threshold - ssthresh (usually set to 65535 bytes). This is when the
congestion avoidance phase begins and the cwnd now increases line- arly, until congestion
occurs.
Fast Retransmission. When three or more duplicate acks are received for the same segment, the
sender will immediately retransmit the lost segment, without waiting for a timer timeout. This
leads to a significant improvement of the transmission efficiency.
Fast Recovery. Duplicate acks signal that there is a mild congestion in the network, because out
of order segments are still arriving at the receiver. This is why there is no need do go back to
the Slow Start phase and reduce halfway the cwnd, but it can be continued with the same value
that was used before duplicate acks arrived.
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Simulation Environment
There are a number of TCP methods to control congestion in networks, like: TCP Reno, New
Reno, Vegas, SACK, BIC, CUBIC, Westwood [2, 3, 4]. In this paper we have simulated and
analyzed three of them: TCP New Reno, Vegas and Westwood. The per- formance analyses
and comparison of these three methods, in terms of throughput, goodput, packet loss and
congestion window, were carried out by means of simulations using NS-3 simulator [5, 6]. Our
network topology, as shown in Fig.4, comprises of two routers and two groups of three hosts
each, connected to one of the routers. We have experimented with two different scenarios:
1. Scenario I: When the three methods are operating individually.
2. Scenario II: The three methods sharing a single link

Fig. 2. Network Topology
In Tab.1 are shown the used simulation parameters.
Table 1. Simulation parameters.

Results and Discussion
Scenario I
In this scenario, we investigated the performance of the three above mentioned conges- tion
control methods when they are performing separately i.e., when a single method uses the link at
a time. The simulations were performed in terms of throughput, goodput and packet loss
metrics.
Table 2. Simulation results: Scenario I.
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As it can be seen from Table 2. TCP NewReno outperforms two other methods in all
considered metrics, followed by TCP Vegas. Low congestion level and sufficient buffer
capacity, makes it possible for TCP New Reno to utilize more efficiently the available
bandwidth. In situations of high packet loss, TCP Westwood would have advantages due to its
bandwidth estimation algorithm, where cwnd does not halve, instead it takes on values closer to
real network capacity.

Fig. 3. Congestion Window
The better performance of New Reno can be seen from Figure 3, which illustrates the change of
the cwnd as a function of simulation time for TCP New Reno and TCP West- wood.

Scenario II
Considering that in real life cases, like those on the Internet, multiple TCP methods to control
congestion operate simultaneously in a combination fashion, it is important to measure the
performance when they share the link.
The topology is the same as the one used in the first scenario, with the only change that now the
connections of TCP Westwood and TCP Vegas start 20 seconds after the connection of TCP
New Reno has started. The results of simulation for scenario II given in Table 3., show that
NewReno offers significantly better throughput and goodput than other two methods, while the
packet loss remains the same. In this scenario there is a disadvantage of TCP Vegas for the use
of bandwidth when coexisting with New Reno and Westwood. This is as a result of the more
conservative nature with which TCP Vegas increases the cwnd, when com- pared to the more
aggressive algorithms of TCP Westwood and especially to the one of TCP New Reno. TCP
Vegas has a proactive congestion control algorithm that reduces the cwnd at the initial stages of
the congestion, which prevents TCP Vegas to utilize its share of bandwidth resources more
efficiently.
Table 3. Simulation results: Scenario II.
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Conclusions
This paper analyzed and compared the performances of three TCP methods to control
congestion: TCP NewReno, TCP Westwood and TCP Vegas. Based on the simulation results,
for the two scenarios considered, TCP NewReno performs the best among the three methods
analyzed. For the first scenario, TCP NewReno is followed by TCP Ve- gas, whereas for the
second one it is followed by TCP Westwood.
An explantion for such a performance degradation of TCP Vegas, is the too early de- crease of
the CWND when the congestion is at its initial state. This prevents TCP Vegas from using its
share of bottleneck resources. Our results are in the line with the fact that TCP NewReno is the
most used method today to control congestion. Our further work in this area will be
concentrated on investigating the optimal size of the cwnd and ssthresh value.
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Abstract. Biometrics is evolving every day more and more in technical sense and consequently
faces with further challenges that become sharper. One of these challenges of is gender
recognition that finds very important and key applications. In this paper, we consider the gender
recognition process implemented through the Cosfire filter applied through Viola- Jones
algorithm and simulated through the Matlab platform. Objective of this paper is improving the
execution of gender recognition. The database contains 237 images of 128 to 128 pixels, where
128 are males and 109 are females. For each of them, gender recognition is performed by
applying current and improved Viola-Jones algorithm and execution time for each of them is
measured. Consequently, it is noticed that the execution time in the case of modified algorithm
is lower than the first version. The change consists in intervening in recursive filtering by
duplicating it. Furthermore, data obtained from both algorithms in question are processed
through the Shape-Preserving Regression - PCHIP regression by giving respective equations
and the coefficients of the determination and the respective residual plots performed by Matlab
simulation test-bench. Recommendations can be issued in context of further execution time
reduction of Viola-Jones algorithm applied on gender recognition.
Keywords: biometrics, execution, Viola-Jones, filtering

Introduction
Biometric applications are recognizing a very significant increase in almost every simulation
domain at different levels or even application levels of different types, ranging from crucial to
advertising (9). Consequently, research in biometrics and its various derivatives leads to the
further development of applications that need performance improvements at the time of
execution or adapting to different hardware parameters that may be necessary to execute certain
software. which performs the said biometric function. Moreover, one of the current and most
recent developments in the field of biometrics is gender recognition; this is a biometric
derivative that still leaves a lot of room for research and development and furthermore it is still
at the level of improving such parameters as the image quality against which the algorithm will
be recognized, the execution time of the algorithm, etc (6). However, according to (4) one of
the recently developed algorithms for gender recognition is the Viola-Jones algorithm applied
in accordance with the COSFIRE Frame-Work filter. Although this object-detection algorithm
is known to be a slow algorithm in the training process (2) it has a great advantage in speeding
the object detection process. This algorithm uses the COSFIRE filter and therefore does not
contain multiplications (8).
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Fig. 1. The scheme of Gender Recognition process that uses Viola-Jones algorithm
In our paper we have addressed a performance analysis of the Viola-Jones algorithm in the
context of using the COSFIRE filter platform for gender recognition taking into account
runtime parameters. Specifically, a classic version of the Viola-Jones algorithm has been
considered with the aim of improving it in sensing the execution time of the said algorithm. The
modification in question was carried out through simulations in Matlab simulation platform
tools and subsequent regressive comparisons were performed using Shape- Preserving
Regression and reflecting the corresponding results of the determination coefficients.

Methodology
The algorithm in question was developed according to Viola-Jones and considers a database of
237 images containing faces of different genders ranging from 128 pixels to128 pixels; among
these images are 128 male images and the rest are females and the objective is gender
recognition and further is the improvement of the execution time performance of the ViolaJones algorithm used to perform this gender recognition process. Specifically, the intervention
was carried out in the frame processing phase and in the COSFIRE Framework as shown in the
following code:
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The intervention is performed in the above cycle by "for" adding two more cycles, thereby
increasing the complexity but on the other hand reducing the execution time in the COSFIRE
Framework process.
Further, each of the 237 images measured the execution time of the classical as well as the
improved algorithm and were placed in a database for comparison in a regressive analysis. The
regressive analysis will consist of the Gauss8 adapted to Shape- Preserving Regression model
and has this equation:

Results
After applying the improved algorithm and regressive analysis, the corresponding results of the
simulations carried out through the Matlab R2019b Toolbox platform are presented. Figure 2
below shows the Shape-Preserving Regression graph as well as the Residual Plots for the case
when we applied the Viola-Jones default algorithm execution time for gender recognition for
237 images.

Fig. 2. The plot of regression of the standard Viola-Jones algorithm and the corresponding
residual-plots
The figure 3 shows the Shape-Preserving Regression graph as well as the corresponding
residual plots for the case where we applied the runtime measurement of the improved ViolaJones algorithm for gender recognition to 237 images.

Fig. 3. The plot of regression of the improved Viola-Jones algorithm and the corresponding
residual-plots
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Below we have the regression coefficients that correspond to the equation (1):
Table 1. The table that shows the trendline coefficients according to the algorithm for the
classic simulation model as well as the improved one

Also, presented below are the supporting data of the trend-line performance and the execution
time of which 237 images of the simulation model.
Table 2. The table that shows the performance of the data for the two models

Conclusions and Discussions
In this paper we discussed about the field of biometric gender recognition regarding the
performance of the Viola-Jones algorithm. The importance of the Viola-Jones model, as an
algorithm for biometric facial identification processes, plays an important role and provides
space for continuous reconfigurations and modifications that improve the performance of the
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models in question in different terms where one of them is the time of facial identification
execution versus a certain database. In our model we have implemented a simulation model
through Matlab software (R2019a), which realizes the gender recognition process including an
open source database of 237 facial images (13). The purpose of this paper was to present a
simulation model that deals inside it with a modified version of the Viola-Jones algorithm; the
modeling was intended to give the results of this improvement of the Viola-Jones algorithm in
terms of the execution time of identifying a facial image (5) (11).
The modification, carried out in the Viola-Jones algorithm, was the intervening in the
respective cycles by introducing two “for” cycles into the algorithm. Also, the modification of
this modeling was the intervention standard code that makes it possible to read the database that
is further applied in the basic model algorithm (7). Also, to reflect the results in time, we
simulated through Matlab a “Shape-Preserving Regression – PCHIP” algorithm model that
generates a threefold reflection performance of the standard Viola-Jones algorithm versus the
improved algorithm. Along with the graphical data of Shape-Preserving Regression – PCHIP
approximation, specific and supporting parameters are also given, where they are considered as
computable coefficients (3). Because of the Shape-Preserving Regression – PCHIP method
simulations, it is concluded that the execution time of the facial image identification process for
the standard Viola-Jones algorithm has extremes that show greater time values compared to the
improved pattern (1). Disputes and discussions that arise from this study leave spaces for
improvements in the terms of time needed to perform facial identification process performances
as well as the size of the database needed to keep the face images; in relation to the database
arises the challenge of designing models that go hand in hand with the improvement of the
model's quality in relation to the execution (10)(12).
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Abstract. A financial institution is an institution that conducts financial transactions, such as
depositing money, taking out loans and/or exchanging currencies. Systems used by them like
any other system tend to skew old, but, the replacement and integration of these systems is a
difficult due to the heterogeneous nature. Due to this it is imperative to consider alternative
infrastructure such as SOA (service-oriented architecture), which is seen as the best technology
for internal and external interfaces, resulting cost reductions associated with its deployment;
combined with standardized protocols, and increased interoperability among IT infrastructures.
Studies shows that this flexible architecture will encourage innovation and increase the banks'
ability to react to customer feedback a lot more swiftly. An approach to building information
system for the financial institution, based on the technology of SOA is discussed in the paper.
The financial institution for which we have proposed a SOA based architecture is Saving House
Mozhnosti, a financial institution that exists in the financial market for 17 years. The Savings
House serves micro, small and middle enterprises that belong in the sector of trade, services and
production as well as physical persons and offers financial products and services such as
crediting and savings. It is recognizable for the support to the people in need to get financial
support for their good business ideas, belief in free initiative, individual creativity and personal
responsibility. As one successful financial institution, there is no doubt it can highly benefit by
SOA approach. Our goal is to act as a guide in helping this institution tackle the types of issues
using a services-based approach, thus improving customer experience. The proposed approach
will improve the manageability of the system, increase its speed and reliability and provide
security.
Keywords: Infrastructures., SOA., transactions., technology.

Introduction
Financial institutions are faced with the continued need to increase the flexibility of the services
they offer, whereas are being under intense pressure to reduce costs. Due to rapid changing of
the marketplace, financial institutions should react effectively in timely manner[1]. To meet the
demands of the customers, IT Infrastructure needs to be tailored creating thus a competitive
advantage for the organization to complete business processes. SOA as an infrastructure, is a
relatively new concept with an increase interest in it, both from industry and the academy[2].
There are a variety of statistics available from various magazines and technology analysts
relating to the adoption of SOA in the industry, generally indicating the widespread acceptance
of SOA. SOA delivers greater business values and competitive advantage in the marketplace by
offering better alignment between IT and business processes with its attributes, such as
reusability, agility, etc. It is aggregation of components that satisfy a design need. It comprises
of components, services, and processes. Components are binaries that have a defined interface
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whereas service is a grouping of components that finishes a job[3]. In this paper we will present
an SOA based approach for a financial institution called Saving House Moznosti [4], a financial
institution that operates for 17 years in the market of Republic of North Macedonia. It offers
services to micro, small and middle enterprises, but it offers financial products and services to
physical persons as well. In the market it is recognized for the financial support that it gives to
the people to implement their business ideas, by offering initial capital. Financial institutions
should focus on investing in such a way to provide tailored services and products to customers,
but there are always some small gaps that lead to customer service issues. Some of the issues
that our financial institution in study faces are:

Automatically loan approval

Renewal of FD (FixedDeposit)
But as any other solution, the proposed approach for the financial institution in this study has its
own limitations. First, one very important issue is that what should be taken into the
considerations is the fact that its clients are people who usually are working on agriculture
sector, and literally not all of them own a device that enables them to fulfill a loan request.
Another issue that must be considered is the financial situation of the company, whether it can
implement it, as the implementation part is a bit difficult, as is it the nature of SOA.

Methodology
The online application and documentations for loan can be sent to a Client Relationship Officer
through email, but, when customers want to get a loan, they must go by themselves to the
offices of the Saving House so they will get the right information on the amount of money they
can borrow. The approval process of approving the loan takes some time, which causes
frustration to the customer which in some cases they may end up taking his/her business
elsewhere. But, those are rules followed by client relationship officers who have a certain
protocol for approving a loan and giving money to the customer. We think that this information
can be controlled by customers themselves, if such a service is offered in a web-based way.
First, the costumer will have to fill a form with his personal data, and from there he'll be
segmented automatically to the system and check the possible loans he could borrow from this
institution, and then apply by following the necessary procedures. This would be cost effective
on both sides and would substitute the traditional way of getting information from the Client
Relationship Officer in person. The second issue we listed has to do with the renewal of FD.
So, after the fixed deposit matures, the system automatically renews the FD if not withdrawn,
informing the customer manually, by cell phone, or not informing at all. We suggest that this
can be done by reminders which the system will sent to the customers automatically few days
before maturity. As we can see, we have the Customers and Client Relationship Officers as
main actors for our approach. SOA would act as middleware between these two roles, thus
creating flexible services.

Platform Design and Development
To give a better overview of this project initiation idea, we've used sequence diagram as type of
UML diagram to describe the overall process of our proposed SOA Case in Study. As it can be
seen from the Fig. 1, we've included both issues listed in problem statement.
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Fig.1. Sequence Diagram of the loan approval process and FD renewal
The process is as following. The customer as the main entity in our case decides to request a
loan at our financial institution in study, Mozhnosti, which already offers the online loan
application. The relevant parties from which Mozhnosti retrieve information are the following:
Centralen Registar, Krediten Registar and Makedonsko Kreditno Buro that are included at the
sequence diagram as specific services that already are used by client relationship officers during
loan application process. In our case, the loan approval service changes the current rules. After
the customer enter his personal information (including age), amount of money to loan, etc. and
submits the necessary documents he makes the request. Age is very important, since the
customer based on his age is automatically segmented by the system for the loan he can borrow,
such as student loans, retiree loans, etc. The loan application will be processed from loan
approval service. Loan approval service asks to retrieve information about the customer from
three services as usually done by client relationship officers, in order to request credit rating for
the customer. Each of institutions mentioned are represented as individual Web Services, such
as Central Registar service, Krediten Registar service and Makedonsko Krediten Buro service,
and they provide the loan approval service the necessary information, in order to be capable for
deciding at the end of the process. Each financial institution has its own categories of criteria,
such as occupation, finance, assurance, etc. And they are provided and gathered from these
services, from where they are compared to the limit score of the institution to approve or reject
the loan. Some of the categories may be more important than others, for instance in weighting
finance versus assurance, finance would be more crucial in evaluation criteria. After retrieving
the results from these services, the loan approval service decides for the loan application of the
customer and returns the results, the loan is rejected or approved. Finally, customer receives
result and as an opportunity given to him is to decide whether to accept or give up on the loan
requested. The following process may continue in person, thus signing the generated loan and
making a contract with the financial institution for the sequential flow of the payment way, if
one decides to accept the loan.
Fixed deposit is another issue, that is included in the same diagram. So, after user has
deposited an amount of money, the FD (Fixed Deposit) service will remind him before the
deposit matures, in order to notify the customer for the status of the deposit, thus the customer
is given opportunity to decide to withdraw or renew the fixed deposit by himself.

Programming Platforms and Tools
In order to enable the proposed idea, we'll propose also tools and programming platforms
considered to be used. Since we have interaction between Web Services, BPEL1 process is
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appropriate for our case. BPEL as a web service with an associated process definition defined
in an XML-based language [5], will allow the web services to interconnect and share
information, respectively loan approval service will interconnect and receive information from
three credit rating services defined in the sequence diagram above, and therefore will make an
appropriate decision. Undoubtedly, WSDL must be defined for the BPEL process. As a
programming language, Java is suggested to be used as the best choice for development, since it
is used more and more in several domains. One of the biggest areas where Java is used is web
service development, due to its compatibility and portability. Worth noting is the fact that Java
do not introduce breaking changes with new releases, it is a cross platform, and every solution
written in any version of it will be running on all subsequent versions of the language [6].
SLA2 is one of the issues that must be taken in consideration. It is defined as "a commitment
between a service provider and a client "[7]. And, it should ensure service availability, response
time, quality, scalability, traffic levels, performance, etc. In order to prove functionality of
services, the process must be tested, monitored and evaluated, if one wants to overcome
challenges or problems that may face during development or after that. Also, security across
users must be maintained.

Conclusion and Future Works
SOA is the future of banking and financial institutions. Although its steps have not begun yet,
one thing is for sure, as soon as possible financial institutions in our country will begin to
construct their architecture based on SOA opportunities, they will improve their performance in
the marketplace, thus meeting the market demands. Innovation, effective cost and customer
needs are three most important things that lead to a successful management of a financial
institution. As soon as all the banks integrate SOA in their system, benefits will arise due to the
reusability of services, interconnection, and so on. SOA is already used in banking industry
across the world and has made big impacts. And, it will continue to revolutionize banking
system. Our proposed approach is the very first step. This project idea represents a modest
effort to improve the overall functioning of the financial institution in Republic of Macedonia.
There is so much to be said and more to do, as improving the quality of banking should be one
of the priorities in the development of countries like ours. Attempt to implement the proposed
approach will remain as a future work.
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Analyzing the linearity of some operators
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Abstract. Linear operators occupy an important place in functional analysis and linear algebra,
which are among the most important and substantive disciplines of mathematics, whose
methods and results have created an indispensable apparatus for the development of numerical
mathematics, theory of approximations, equations differential and especially mathematical
physics and applied mathematics. Also, linear operators are a central object of study in vector
space theory. A linear operator is a function which satisfies the conditions of additivity and
homogeneity. Not every function is linear operators. We will try to explore some functions
which are also linear operators.
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Vector spaces
Often in analytical geometry, mechanics, physics, etc., we come across object oriented objects
called vectors. Those objects define linear actions, vector collection, and scalar vector
multiplication. [1,4]
Thus, the set of free vectors in a straight line, plane, or ordinary three-dimensional space, with
respect to the said actions, form special algebraic structures, which enjoy certain properties.
These structures are called vector spaces. In the general case, by taking abstract objects, actions
are defined and the conditions are formulated which must satisfy them [3].
A vector space X is an aggregate of elements, called vectors, u, v,... for which linear operations
(addition u  v of two vectors u, v and multiplication  u of a vector u by a scalar  are defined
and obey the usual rules of such operations. The scalars are assumed to be complex numbers
unless otherwise stated (complex vector space).  u is also written as u  whenever convenient,
and 1u is often written as u  . The zero vector is denoted by 0 and will not be distinguished
in symbol from the scalar zero. Vectors u1,..., un are said to be linearly independent if their
linear combination
only if
otherwise they are
linearly dependent [2].
The dimension of X , denoted by dim X , is the largest number of linearly independent vectors
that exist in X . If there is no such finite number, we set dim X  . A subset M of X is a linear
manifold or a subspace if M is itself a vector space under the same linear operations as in X .
The dimension of M does not exceed that of X . For any subset S of X , the set M of all possible
linear combinations constructed from the vectors of S is a linear manifold; M is called the linear
manifold determined or spanned by S or simply the (linear) span of S . According to a basic
theorem on vector spaces, the span M of a set of n vectors u1,..., un is at most n - dimensional;
it is exactly n -dimensional if and only if u1,..., un are linearly independent. There is only one
0-dimensional linear manifold of X , which consists of the vector 0 alone and which we shall
denote simply by 0 [1,2].
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Example 1.1. The set of all complex-valued continuous functions u : x  uxdefined on an
interval I of a real variable x is an infinite-dimensional vector space, with the obvious
definitions of the basic operations  u  v . The same is true when, for example, the u are
restricted to be functions with continuous derivatives up to a fixed order n . Also the interval R
may be replaced by a region' in the m dimensional real euclidean space R m [6].
Example 1.2. The set of all solutions of a linear homogeneous differential equation

with continuous coefficients a j x is an n -dimensional vector space, for any solution of this
equation is expressed as a linear combination of n fundamental solutions, which are linearly
independent [3].
Definition 1.1. Let X be an N -dimensional vector space and let x1,..., xN be a family of N
linearly independent vectors. Then their span coincides with X , and each u  X can be
expanded in the form

in a unique way. In this sense the family x jis called a basis of X , and the scalars j are called
the coefficients (or coordinates) of u with respect to this basis.
The correspondence u j is an isomorphism of X onto C N (the set of numerical vectors) in
the sense that it is one to one and preserves the linear operations, that is, u j  and v 
jimply
As is well known, any family x1,..., x p of linearly independent
vectors can be enlarged to a basis x1,..., x p , x p1,..., xN by adding suitable vectors x p1,..., xN .
Definition 1.2. For any subset S and S ' of X , the symbol S  S' is used to denote the (linear)
sum of S and S ' , that is, the set of all vectors of the form u  u' with u  S and u' S' . If S
consists of a single vector u , S  S' is simply written u  S' . If M is a linear manifold, u  M is
called the inhomogeneous linear manifold (or linear variety) through u parallel to M .
The totality of the inhomogeneous linear manifolds u  M with a fixed M becomes a vector
space under the linear operation
. This vector space is called
the quotient space of X by M and is denoted by X / M . The elements of X / M are also called
the cosets of M . The zero vector of X / M is the set M , and we have u  M  v  M if and only
if u  v  M . The dimension of X / M is called the codimension or deficiency of M (with
respect to X ) and is denoted by codim M . We have dim M  co dim M  dim X [4,6].

Linear operators. Matrix representations
Definition 2.1. Let X be a vector space. A complex-valued function
is
called a linear form or a linear functional if
for all u, v of X and all
scalars
Example 2.1. If X  C N (the space of N -dimensional numerical vectors), a linear form on X
can be expressed in the form:
. It is usual to represent f as a row vector
with the components  j , when u is represented as a column vector with the components  j .
The
is the matrix product of these two vectors.
Example 2.2. Consider whether linear operations from ℝ2 ℝ2 are linear operators:
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a)
) (( , )) = (sin , )
b)
) (( , )) = ( − , 0)
Solution: We try additives and homogeneity:

Although (−1,1) ≠ (1,1), thus ( 1 + U2) ≠ ( 1) + (
then the given operation is not linear operators.

2)

Thus, ( ) = ( )
Since additive and homogeneity are met then we say that it is linear operators [3].
Definition 2.2. Let X , Y be two vector spaces. A function T that sends every vector u of X into
a vector v  Tu of Y is called a linear transformation or a linear operator on X to Y if T
preserves linear relations, that is, if
for all u1, u2 of X and all scalars
. X is the domain space and Y is the range space of T .
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If Y  X we say simply that T is a linear operator in X . In this book an operator means a linear
operator unless otherwise stated. For any subset S of X , the set of all vectors of the form Tu
with u  S is called the image under T of S and is denoted by TS ; it is a subset of Y . If M is a
linear manifold of X , TM is a linear manifold of Y . In particular, the linear manifold TX of Y
is called the range of T and is denoted by RT  . The dimension of RT  is called the rank of T
; we denote it by rank T . The deficiency (codimension) of RT  with respect to Y is called the
deficiency of T and is denoted by defT .
Thus rank T + def T = dim Y . For any subset S ' of Y , the set of all vectors u  X such that Tu
 S' is called the inverse image of S ' and is denoted by T 1S' . The inverse image of 0  Y is
a linear manifold of X ; it is called the kernel or null space T of N T . The dimension of N T 
is called the nullity of T , which we shall denote by nul T . We have rank T + nul T = dim X .
To see this it suffices to note that T maps the quotient space X / N T  (which has dimension
dim X - nul T ) onto RT  in a one-to-one fashion. If both nul T and def T are zero, then T
maps X onto Y one to one. In this case the inverse operator T 1 is defined; T 1 is the operator
on Y to X that sends Tu into u . Obviously we have T  T. T is said to be nonsingular if T 1
exists and singular otherwise. For T to be nonsingular it is necessary that dim X = dim Y . If
dim X = dim Y , each of nulT = 0 and def T = 0 implies the other and therefore the
nonsingularity of T [2,6].

Linear operations on operators
Definition 3.1. If T and S are two linear operators on X to Y , their linear combination
is defined by
for all uX , and is again a linear operator on X to Y .
Let us denote by X ,Y the set of all operators on X to Y Y; X ,Y  is a vector space with
the linear operations defined as above. The zero vector of this vector space is the zero operator
0 defined by 0u  0 for all u  X .
Problem 3.1. rankS T  rankS rankT .
The dimension of the vector space X ,Y  is equal to NM , where N  dim X and M  dimY .
To see this, let
to Y such that

be bases of X and Y , respectively, and let Pjk be the operator on X

These MN operators Pjk , are linearly independent elements of X ,Y , and we have from
, M = dim Y, yelds

. Thus

is a basis of X ,Y , which proves

the assertion.
will be called the basis of X ,Y  associated with the bases
of
X and Y , respectively. The last result shows that the matrix elements  jk are the coefficients of
the "vector" T with respect to the basis
.
The product TS of two linear operators T , S is defined by TSu  T Sufor all u  X , where
X is the domain space of S , provided the domain space of T is identical with the range space Y
of S [4,5]. The following relations hold for these operations on linear operators :
TSR  T SR, which is denoted by TSR
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The algebra of linear operators
If S and T are operators on X to itself, their product TS is defined and is again an operator on X
to itself. Thus the set X X , X  of all linear operators in X is not only a vector space
but an algebra. X  is not commutative for dim X  2 since TS  ST is in general not true.
When TS  ST , T and S are said to commute (with each other). We have T 0  0T  0 and T1
 1T  T for every T X , where 1 denotes the identity operator (defined by 1u  u for
every u  X ). Thus 1 is the unit element of X . The operators of the form 1 are called
scalar operators and in symbol will not be distinguished from the scalars  . A scalar operator
commutes with every operator of X 
We write TT  T 2 , TTT  T 3 and so on, and set T 0  1 by definition. We have

For any polynomial
in the indeterminate z , we define the
operator p T T nT0 1  . The mapping pz pT  is a homomorphism of the
algebra of polynomials to X  ; this means that pz qz rz or pzqzrz inplies pT
 qT  rT  or pT qT  rT  respectively. In particular, it follows that pT  and qT 
commute.
If
is nonsingular, the inverse T 1 exists and belongs to X ; we have T 1T  TT
1  1. If T has a left inverse T ' (that is, a T 'X  such that T 'T  1 ), T has nullity zero,
for Tu  0 implies u  T 'Tu  0 . If T has a right inverse T ' ' (that is, TT ''  1), T has
deficiency zero because every u  X lies in RT  by u  TT ''u . If dim X is finite, either of
these facts implies that T is nonsingular and that T '  T 1 or T ''  T 1 , respectively [4]. If S
and T are nonsingular, so is TS and
T n , n  1,2,... can be defined by

For a nonsingular T , the negative powers
. In this case

is true for any integers m, n .
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